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Enjoy fully managed, simplified
PCI compliance.
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Ensuring your merchants meet PCI
requirements can be a challenging and
complex responsibility. SecurityMetrics
Managed PCI program proactively guides
your merchants through the PCI validation
process, helping you increase merchant
satisfaction and freeing up your time. Your
merchants benefit from SecurityMetrics’
20+ years of payment data security
experience, PCI training, expert advice
and support, targeted emails, automatic
reporting to the Payment Brands, and the
SecurityMetrics Threat Intelligence Center.
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WHAT CAN A
MANAGED PCI
PROGRAM DO
FOR YOU?

You know that managing merchant PCI compliance
can be a difficult task to perform alone. Often, it is
tricky to track merchant needs and compliance rates
while focusing on revenue growth and data security.
You want your merchants to have a stress-free PCI
experience to reduce attrition.
SecurityMetrics Managed PCI program helps take
away this burden by reaching out to merchants directly,
reducing attrition, increasing compliance, and giving
prompt remediation assistance.
SecurityMetrics Managed PCI program gives your
merchants ongoing education, focused on fixing specific
issues such as commonly failed SAQ questions and
other PCI hurdles. In addition to educating merchants,
SecurityMetrics reduces the amount of time you spend
taking support calls by answering merchant questions
directly. An assigned Customer Success Manager
serves as your point of contact for your program goals,
while SecurityMetrics Support Advisors will assist and
reach out directly to your merchants.

If you facilitate merchant PCI compliance, you know
the importance of understanding and remediating
vulnerabilities quickly. SecurityMetrics support reps
are available 24/7 to assist with coordinated enrollment outreach and answer any of your merchant’s
questions. The SecurityMetrics Managed PCI program
is also highly customizable, allowing you to pick which
security and compliance upgrades to offer merchants.
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WHAT IS INCLUDED
IN THE PARTNER+
PORTAL?

Example of the Partner+ Portal Dashboard with overall
enrollment and merchant compliance.
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The SecurityMetrics Managed PCI program includes
the Partner+ Portal. The Partner+ Portal reports your
merchant engagement and compliance. Inside the
portal is an executive dashboard that helps you visualize how many merchants have engaged, enrolled,
and become compliant with the SecurityMetrics
PCI program, as well as a snapshot of your net
promoter score (NPS).

The Partner+ Portal gives a high-level overview
of your program while also providing the flexibility
to generate in-depth, specific reports.
This executive dashboard gives you an all-in-one location to view the compliance efforts of your merchants.
You can see which merchants are also engaging with
additional requirements (e.g., HIPAA, GDPR, HITRUST).
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The Partner+ Portal (example report above), includes several elements such as:
• Accounts: generates a report
and lets you set parameters
of what merchant information
you would like to see to receive
the exact data you need.
• Reports: in-depth filtering
allows you to dive as deep as you
want into the progress of your
program. It also gives you simple
reports for Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover, so they can easily picture
your merchant compliance efforts.

• Campaign enrollments: includes
marketing efforts to make initial
email contact with merchants
and follow-up emails sent by
SecurityMetrics. This element
includes information about the
number of emails sent out, colorcoded by initial emails, follow-up
emails, and past-due emails.
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• FastPass: unique merchants processing.
FastPass allows you to create customized
question flows to further reduce time spent
by auto-populating the PCI questionnaire,
while also increasing scoping accuracy.
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WHAT IS THE
MERCHANT PCI
EXPERIENCE?

Merchants often feel intimidated by the amount of
time and effort it takes to become PCI compliant.
Merchants may need extra help understanding PCI
requirements, which means more inbound phone calls
and time spent answering questions. For merchants to
succeed, they need easy-to-use security tools, education, help with questions, and a straightforward and
simple compliance experience.
A SecurityMetrics PCI compliance experience is
focused on making your merchants’ compliance
requirements straightforward and easier to achieve.
Your merchants will first undergo a scope of their
environment that eliminates all irrelevant SAQ
questions, so merchants won’t waste their time
answering unrelated questions. Merchants will
receive task alerts, reminding them of due dates
and unfinished compliance requirements.
As a managed PCI program, your merchants are never
left alone. A SecurityMetrics compliance expert will
reach out to your merchants, helping them enroll and
engaging them in the reporting process.
SecurityMetrics Managed PCI offers merchants
security training courses with a user-friendly
interface and the ability to customize training
for merchant employees. PCI requirements are
complex. Becoming educated in PCI compliance
can reduce merchant stress and give them the confidence to maintain their compliance year-round.
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SecurityMetrics also offers the following potential revenue-generating upgrades for your merchants:
• SecurityMetrics Vision to scan for internal vulnerabilities and provide log management
• Security Awareness and PCI Security Training available for a range of businesses and employee roles
• Security Policy Templates to help meet security policy requirements
• SecurityMetrics Pulse to fill in the security gaps for merchants with a managed security team
• SecurityMetrics PIIscan, PANscan, and ASV scan to find unencrypted card data
or personally identifiable information
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WHY CHOOSE
SECURITYMETRICS
MANAGED PCI
PROGRAM?

IT and security are an ever-changing environment. SecurityMetrics’ products and services
are constantly updated and improved to provide an in-depth look into payment security
based on recommendations from the SecurityMetrics Threat Intelligence Center. The
SecurityMetrics Threat Intelligence Center is focused on helping organizations assess
their threats and vulnerabilities, get actionable and prioritized reports, and remediation.
As the most experienced vendor in the industry
of 20 years, and through award-winning support,
we help secure all aspects of payment data
acceptance, transmission, and storage.
SecurityMetrics offers more services
than a traditional cybersecurity vendor. SecurityMetrics is PCI certified
in Qualified Security Assessor (QSA),
Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV),
Certified Forensic Investigator (PFI),
Qualified P2PE Application Assessor
(P2PE QSA), Qualified Payment
Application Assessor (PA-QSA),
Qualified PIN Assessor (QPA), and as
a Managed Security provider with over
20 years of data security experience.
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Interested
in learning
more?

Request a Quote

